U.S.S. Pendragon
10212.21

If Wishes were Latinum

Guest Starring:

Gilles as M’Tor
Chris as Emsil Marat

Host CO_Zax says:
Captain's Log Stardate 10212.21
The exhausted and traumatized crew of the Starship Pendragon has earned a much-needed break. As a result, the ship is currently arriving at the pleasure planet Risa, where anything can happen, everything goes, and the Pen crew invariably ends up in the brig……

Host Guedo says:
<<<<<<<<<< If wishes were latinum... >>>>>>>>>>

Emsil_Marat says:
::on deck three::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks around the bridge:: OPS: Hail the planet.

Emsil_Marat says:
::decides she hasn't been on the bridge for a while so...::

Host Guedo says:
Scenery: Below the Pendragon the weather controlled, hence lovely Risa, lazy rotates.  In the main resort, a barbeque has been set up for the incoming Starfleet officers.

TO_Choi says:
::Pacing back and forth in the CTO's office::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: in sickbay finishing removing an appendix::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::opens a channel to the planet:: CO:  Channel open, Captain.

Host Guedo says:
Scenery:  Around the planet are other Starfleet vessels.  The USS Kodiac to name one of a few.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sitting on the bridge::

Host CO_Zax says:
COMM:Risa: Pendragon requesting permission to disembark.

Emsil_Marat says:
::enters the nearest TL::  Computer: Bridge

TO_Choi says:
::Mutters to himself as he enters the Lift::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
$ ::looks at the viewscreen of the Kodiac and sees the Pendragon arrive and smiles::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: closes up the patient:: Dr Nick: have you seen my watch?

Emsil_Marat says:
::listens to the "whrrr" of the TL::

FCO_DeRidder says:
::enters bridge and relieves the helmsman::

CNS_Luchena says:
::senses something troubling from Pettigrove::

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr Nick> CMO: it's on your wrist isn’t it?

TO_Choi says:
::Enters the TL, restless look on face::

FCO_DeRidder says:
CO: Sorry I'm late Captain....   

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Have we been cleared, Lt?

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at Jordan::

Emsil_Marat says:
::watches as the doors open to the bridge and steps through smiling as her boots clang on the deck plates::

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods at the FCO::

CMO_Shiar says:
Nick: so it is. Well, give her a stimulant and we'll be done here.

FCO_DeRidder says:
::taps out departure procedure and calls up the departure scan on the helm::

TO_Choi says:
::Slips onto the bridge, hoping not to be seen::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::checks:: CO:  Yes, Sir.  We can disembark, Sir.

Emsil_Marat says:
::takes a deep breath of bridge air before letting out a cough from the dust::  CO: Captain, you really should dust up here once in a while.

FCO_DeRidder says:
CO: Ready for departure procedure Captain.  Thrusters and impulse engines standing by

CMO_Shiar says:
:: goes and gets out of overalls:: Self: ah, shore leave. another chance for me to end up in a whole new brig.

TO_Choi says:
::Sits quietly at TAC1::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
$ ::turns to the Kodiac OPS officer:: K_OPS: With your permission I think I WILL take shore leave after all ::smiles::

Host Guedo says:
Action:  Leaving the engineering department in good shape, the CEO Lt Jacque Gange bids good-bye and after getting clearance, quietly leaves the ship for his next assignment.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at Marat with a small smile:: CIV: Are you volunteering?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::has no plan on going to Risa::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gets up and moves near Jordan's station::

TO_Choi says:
Self: Shore leave.. and no drinking buddies.. ::Rubs his eyes::

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> CMO: all done. looking forward to your shore leave?

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods at the FCO::

Emsil_Marat says:
CO: Absolutely not, but I'd be happy to man Tactical while Choi does though.  ::points at the TO::

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  OPS:  Is everything okay?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
$ ::wonders if he should just beam the crew of the Pendragon to the detention area of Risa and save time::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::snaps back in a whisper:: CNS:  Everything's fine

CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: yup, sure am. you and Nurse Portman got anything in mind?

TO_Choi says:
::Spins around as to face his caller:: Marat: You mentioned by name ?

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  OPS:  Ya right.  We need to talk.

Host CO_Zax says:
CIV: I'm sure he'd never want to get in your way.....we know how much you love to clean.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
$COM:Pendragon:OPS: This is LtCmdr M'Tor Rustazh.... requesting permission to beam aboard...

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Please give the all clear.

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> CMO: just romantic stuff, nothing you'd be interested in. well, have fun down there. :: turns and leaves sickbay::

CNS_Luchena says:
::hears the Com as he is standing right beside OPS and wonders who this guy is::

Host CO_Zax says:
FCO: A moment, please?

Emsil_Marat says:
::looks over at Choi and waves a hand through the air::  TO: Never mind watchdog, your doing a marvelously attentive job

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Captain, I have just received a request from LtCmdr M'Tor to beam aboard.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::Gives the all clear::

Host CO_Zax says:
::grins:: OPS: Permission granted.

TO_Choi says:
::Gives the Cardassian a dirty glance before returning to his previous position::

FCO_DeRidder says:
::stands::  CO: Yes Ma'am....

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::smiles:: COMM: M'Tor:  Permission Granted, Commander.  Welcome back, Sir!

CNS_Luchena says:
::notices Jordan's mood lighten slightly::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: heads out of sickbay and into a TL :: TL: bridge

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
$ ::nods to the transporter operator on the Kodiac and materializes in the Pendragon's transporter room::

Host CO_Zax says:
::lowers her voice:: FCO: With the recent departure of the CEO, it has come to my attention that perhaps you would be better suited in that position..........

TO_Choi says:
::Preps the ship's autonomic security systems::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Transporter Room confirms M'Tor is aboard, Sir.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
<Transporter OP> M'Tor: Welcome Aboard sir... do you require a guide?

CMO_Shiar says:
:: steps off the TL and onto the bridge::

Host CO_Zax says:
::waits for the FCO's reaction::

TO_Choi says:
::Glances to Pettigrove:: Self: Wonder why she's still in such a pickle..

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::shakes head:: TransporterOp: No need... thank you Chief. ::steps out in the corridor::

FCO_DeRidder says:
::walks over closer to the center seat and stands close to the Captain, facing her::  CO: Yes Ma'am.  I have been looking to make a change.  I've been studying up on Corps of Engineers procedures.

FCO_DeRidder says:
::smiles a tiny bit::

Emsil_Marat says:
::walks along the back of the bridge running her fingers along the consoles::

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: FCO: Good. You will assume the position immediately.

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  OPS:  I don't suppose I could order you to take shore leave.... ::thinks::  No, I can't.

CMO_Shiar says:
Marat: it's been a while since I’ve seen you around, where have you been hiding?

FCO_DeRidder says:
::smile brightens up::  CO: Really?!  ::clears throat::  Uhhh I mean, Yes Ma'am.  Right away.

TO_Choi says:
CO: Everything is locked down.. The ship is safe for operation by it's self..

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles back:: FCO: Congratulations.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::whispers:: CNS:  Counsellor, I'm not in the mood for shore leave.  If it's alright with you I'd like to be alone.

Host CO_Zax says:
TO: Enjoy your R & R, Lt. ::smiles:: Dismissed.

FCO_DeRidder says:
CO: Thank you Captain.  She's in good hands.

CNS_Luchena says:
::shakes his head and whispers back::  OPS:  Jordan... I understand how you feel, but fresh air and sunshine would do you the world of good.

Emsil_Marat says:
::turns around at the sound of her name::  CMO: Well it seems the Captain over there...  ::pauses and points::  gets a little upset when I'm around so I thought I would take my charm to other areas of the ship.  How have you been?

FCO_DeRidder says:
CO: I'll get started right away.

Host CO_Zax says:
::notices the whispering::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::waits for the turbolift to make it to the bridge... for some reason it seems like forever::

Host CO_Zax says:
CNS: Problem, Lt?

TO_Choi says:
::Throws up a sloppy salute:: CO: The same to you, Ma'am..

CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  No sir.

CMO_Shiar says:
Marat: I’ve been good, almost killed a few times, but good.

FCO_DeRidder says:
CO: Am I dismissed Captain?

TO_Choi says:
::Walks into the TL and returns to the CTO's office::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::whispers:: CNS:: How I choose to spend my SL is my decision.

Host CO_Zax says:
CIV: You misunderstand me, Emsil. I would so enjoy your helping on the bridge again........

Host CO_Zax says:
FCO: Of course.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::steps onto the bridge and heads to the command chair:: CO: Permission to come aboard Captain ::smiles::

Emsil_Marat says:
::chuckles::  CMO: Well it's never a good day on the Pendragon unless someone is nearly killed.  Have you been watching her closely.  ::points toward the CO with her eyes::

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  OPS:  You have to fight this feeling.  Fresh air and sunshine will help.  You don't have to have a good time, you just need a change of scenery.

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles:: CEO: Permission granted with pleasure.

Emsil_Marat says:
CO: I've "helped" before?

FCO_DeRidder says:
::swings around towards the turbo lift and passes by the CNS on the way out::  CNS: heh heh heh....   

Host Guedo says:
ACTION: Two hours later, the various crew find themselves down on Risa being surrounded by the Risan people.

TO_Choi says:
::Sighs as he activates one of his 'Happy' sound files::

FCO_DeRidder says:
::walks out of quarters sporting his new engineering uniform::

Emsil_Marat says:
::is surprised the Captain allowed her to tag along::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: is in a bar on Risa, already on third Romulan Ale::

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::heads for a TL heading for engineering::

TO_Choi says:
::'Window Shopping' on Risa:: Self: Just what would cheer her up... ::Knocks head against a window::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::on Risa ... enters a local drinking establishment and sits herself down at the bar::

Host CO_Zax says:
::feels the tensions of the last few weeks begin to drain away as she walks with M'Tor::

CNS_Luchena says:
::is also in a bar on Risa seriously considering ordering an alcoholic beverage::

Host Guedo says:
::Wondering around with a large smile on his face, comes up to the Starfleet officer::  TO:  Sir... you look like someone who has been on many an adventure and could use some relaxation.

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::enters Engineering to see various ship support crews performing upgrades and system maintenance::

Emsil_Marat says:
::overhears Guedo talking and moves closer to listen::

Host CO_Zax says:
::notices dear Emsil and smiles brightly at her::

TO_Choi says:
::Turns to the stranger:: Guedo: I do now, Do I ??

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::sees that things are well in hand as he passes by the main system monitor and the master systems display::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::orders a bourbon::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::walks with Zax::  CO: Captain... it seems the Pendragon has been kept busy... I trust you are willing to relax now?

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: don't do it.

Emsil_Marat says:
::feels green eyes on the back of her head::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks over at the CMO::  CMO:  Don't do what?

Host Guedo says:
TO:  Yes... you do.  And I have just the thing for you.  It is rather like a mind holosuite.  This little beauty can take you anywhere your heart wishes and you never have to go far.

Host CO_Zax says:
M’Tor: I'm willing to try........

Host CO_Zax says:
M’Tor: So, what have you been up to?

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::walks up to the master systems display and opens a comm channel::  *CNS* DeRidder to Luchena....  

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks over and sees Jordan knocking one back::

TO_Choi says:
Guedo: I'm rather busy right now.. And if I wanted anything like that.. I could use the holodeck ::Tries to keep looking::

CNS_Luchena says:
*CEO*:  David, are you still on the ship?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::downs the first drink and orders another::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: I may not be telepathic, but I know when someone is fighting an urge.

Emsil_Marat says:
TO: I suggest you be weary of Risian bearing gifts

CEO_DeRidder says:
%*CNS* Not for long...  Just had to check into Engineering before I left.  I'm headed out now.  Where are you?

CNS_Luchena says:
::takes and deep breath and nods at the CMO::  CMO:  Thanks.

Host Guedo says:
TO:  Ahhh but sir.  Holosuites can be expensive or you are limited.... this one... this is forever.  Have you never wished for your hearts desire?

CNS_Luchena says:
*CEO*:  I'm in a bar.  ::gives him the co-ordinates::

TO_Choi says:
Guedo: I have indeed, but I prefer something real, thank you..

Emsil_Marat says:
TO: Now I definitely have to suggest you be EXTREMELY wary

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::sees the coordinates appear on the board::  *CNS* I'm on my way.  Save me a seat.

Host CO_Zax says:
::widens her lovely green eyes as she looks around the area with pleasure::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gets off his barstool and moves over to Jordan's table::

TO_Choi says:
::Pulls his baseball cap a little farther down::

Host Guedo says:
::Leans closer::  TO:  You can’t get any closer to this.  Here... give it a try.  If I am wrong... no harm done.

CNS_Luchena says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::points up:: CO: The Kodiac is small but has seen more conflicts that I thought possible... by some luck I succeeded in keeping her together

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  Having fun?

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: We are not interested in your ware.  ::loops her arm through Choi's and begins to walk off::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: looks at Ale:: CNS: actually, I’ve had a few, I’d better slow down.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS:  No, I'm getting drunk.

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::exits engineering headed to the transporter room::

TO_Choi says:
::Is herded off by Marat:: Marat: Umm.. Thanks ??

Host CO_Zax says:
M'Tor: Are you enjoying the smaller ship?

CNS_Luchena says:
::motions for the CMO to come over and join Jordan::  OPS:  Did you know alcohol is a depressant?

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: so am I, why don't you join me?

Host Guedo says:
::Eyes the lovely Cardassean with a smile::  Emsil:  Are you so sure?  What a waste... have you no adventure?

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::enters the transporter room - seeing that there is no one on duty, DeRidder sets the coordinates that Mikal gave him and sets the automatic setting::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS:  Really ::said sarcastically::

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::steps onto the pad::

CMO_Shiar says:
SELF: ok I’ll come to you. :: walks to Jordan's table::

Emsil_Marat says:
::smiles and winks at him::  TO: No problem.  ::notices a nice little tavern::  TO: Care to go in here and have a drink with a lady?

CEO_DeRidder says:
%::hears the timer run out and the transporter energizes::

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  If you get any sudden urges to jump off a tall building, try to resist.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::smiles:: CO: Less things to break... but they break more often

Emsil_Marat says:
::continues to ignore Guedo::

Host Guedo says:
::Sighs and gives an elegant shrug before heading off, smiling.::

TO_Choi says:
Marat: Errm... Alright.. As long as there are no peddling Risians in there...

CEO_DeRidder says:
::materializes in the bar sporting his nice new casual engineering uniform and begins to look for Luchena::

Host Guedo says:
::Enters a bar to see a group of Starfleet officers drinking.::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS/CNS: so how have the 2 of you been since the planet thing?

Emsil_Marat says:
::shoots him a smiling glance::  TO: Let's find out shall we?  ::directs him through the door her arms still looped through his::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS:  Don't worry, I will.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sees David materialize and gestures for him to join him, the CMO and Jordan::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at Jordan with concern::

Host CO_Zax says:
::they arrive at the bar and take a seat::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::sits down next to the Captain::

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  Bad humour.  Sorry.  Seriously, drinking will just make you feel worse.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::sees Luchena and Pettigrove and walks over:: CNS/OPS: Hey Mikal..  Hey Jordan...

TO_Choi says:
::Nods and enters the tavern ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::smiles at David::

Emsil_Marat says:
::motions toward a table in the corner::  TO: So... shall we sit here?

Host Guedo says:
::Walks over to join them::  CMO/OPS/CNS.  might I interest you in a moment of dalliance?  To take with you your greatest wish?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::acknowledges his arrival but says nothing::

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles at the waiter and orders an iced tea::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at Guedo::  Guedo:  Like what?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::orders a prune juice::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::takes the empty seat and motions for a waiter to come over::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: sounding slightly drunk :: Guedo: what are you talking about?

TO_Choi says:
::Notices all the others::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
Guedo: My greatest wish is if you'd leave me alone!  ::gets up to leave, swaying slightly::

TO_Choi says:
::Thinks 'Help me ??'::

Emsil_Marat says:
::motions for the waiter::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: sit down, you don't look too good.

CNS_Luchena says:
::gets up and takes Jordan's arm to steady her::

Host Guedo says:
::Shows the counselor a band that is about 5cm wide with an energy band flowing across it.::  CNS:  Here... action does better then words.

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: if this man's bothering you, I’ll deal with him.

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks blank::

Host CO_Zax says:
::shudders slightly at his choice of drink::

CEO_DeRidder says:
~~~CNS: Is she alright?~~~

TO_Choi says:
Marat: Ermm.. I think I should go lend a hand to the others.. This guy is getting a little out of hand...

CNS_Luchena says:
::shakes his head at DeRidder and passes him the band that Guedo just gave him::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
All:  If you will excuse me, I need another drink ::tries to shrug them off::

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  Please sit down.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::smiles at the Captain's reaction:: CO: We could always trade drinks?

Host Guedo says:
::Reaches for the band quickly and hands it to the CMO::  CMO:  Give it a try.

Emsil_Marat says:
::grabs the TO's arm yanking him back to his seat::  TO: Now, now.  We haven't had our drink yet.

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: what's wrong?

Emsil_Marat says:
::flashing him another smile::

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: are you still here?

TO_Choi says:
Marat: Yeah.. But.. I was.. sort of in the middle of something.. Not to be rude..

CEO_DeRidder says:
::tries to take the band that Mikal offers him, but Guedo beats him to it::  

CNS_Luchena says:
Guedo:  What is that thing?

Emsil_Marat says:
TO: Nonsense.  It can surely wait.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: passes the band to DeRidder::

Host CO_Zax says:
::grins back:: M'Tor: Umm.....no.

CEO_DeRidder says:
~~~CNS: Need some help or you got it under control?~~

Host Guedo says:
CMO:  But of course... what kind of a salesman would I be before hearing my customers?

TO_Choi says:
Marat: It... is sort of leaving, right now....... ::Glances around::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::sees the officers begin hustled by a peddler:: CO: Will the crew ever learn? ::points to the salesman::

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: what is it?

CNS_Luchena says:
~~~CEO:  We shouldn't let her be alone~~~

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::pushes the CNS away:: CNS:  I don't need your help!  ::storms out of the room::

Host CO_Zax says:
M’Tor: Have you spoken to Kerina since you left?

Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs and lets him escape::

Host Guedo says:
CNS/CMO:  Consider it a portable mini holosuite.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::takes the band from the doctor and gives it a quick look over:: 

CNS_Luchena says:
::stumbles back as Jordan storms out::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::shakes head and looks down:: CO: We have not spoken

TO_Choi says:
Marat: You see.. I'm sort of trying to win over a lady...

CMO_Shiar says:
Geudo: sounds expensive, I’ll pass thank you very much.

CNS_Luchena says:
::goes after her trying to catch the TO's attention as he passes::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::hands it back to Guedo::  Guedo: Thanks, but no thanks dude.  

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: do you want me to go after her or do you want to go?

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  I'm less drunk.

Emsil_Marat says:
::snatches her Kanar from the waiter and engulfs it in a single gulp no longer listening to the TO and waving him off with a free hand::

Host CO_Zax says:
::shakes her head sadly:: M'Tor: Perhaps there is another special lady?

Host Guedo says:
::Whispers loudly::  All:  seems like that angry young woman could use the wish band.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::heads for the beach::

CNS_Luchena says:
::stops outside and watches Pettigrove heading for the beach::

TO_Choi says:
::Follows off in a slow jog towards the CNS::

Host Guedo says:
::Looks disappointedly at the band in his hand.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::decides to tail her for a while and follows her a good distance behind::

Emsil_Marat says:
::grabs another from the waiter and begins to walk over to a bar stool with it::

TO_Choi says:
Luchena: Wait up, Mikal ::Catches up to him::

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: why don't you find someone more gullible, like over there :: points to M'Tor's table::

CEO_DeRidder says:
~~~CNS: Looks like you have your hands full.  Find me when you get Jordan squared away~~~

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sits on the sand and just stares at the water::

CNS_Luchena says:
TO:  Ed.  I'm glad to see you.  I'm worried about Jordan.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes another sip from Ale::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::shakes head:: CO: I have not found such a lady... ::pauses and looks at Zax::

CNS_Luchena says:
::sees her sitting and staring at the water::

Host Guedo says:
::Puts hand to his heart::  CMO:  Gullible? Nooo... You have not even given it a try...  ::Sigh::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at him sympathetically::

TO_Choi says:
CNS: She has been rather down lately...

CEO_DeRidder says:
::walks back into the bar::

Emsil_Marat says:
::steps up beside Guedo::  Guedo: Do you sell information as well?

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: to be sure I haven't.

CNS_Luchena says:
TO:  She doesn't appreciate my company.  Could you try?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
CO: And you ? ::looks into her GREEN eyes::

Host Guedo says:
Emsil:  Information?  Well... I suppose, if I have it.  What would you like lovely lady?

TO_Choi says:
CNS: Ah.. Err...  ::Sighs::

Host Guedo says:
CMO:  Then try... ::Holds out the visor::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::lets the emotion she's been holding in finally come to the surface ... tears roll down her face::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at Ed::  TO:  No?

CEO_DeRidder says:
::walks back over to the doctor's table where he and Guedo still are::

Emsil_Marat says:
::puts an arm around his shoulder and motions him back to the table in the corner::

TO_Choi says:
::Scratches his neck:: CNS: I'll do what I can..

CMO_Shiar says:
CEO: you want a go at this thing?

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods::  TO:  Comm me if you need me.

Host CO_Zax says:
::shakes her head sadly:: M'Tor: Too much has gone wrong as of late.......I haven't had time for anything or anyone, I'm afraid.

Host Guedo says:
::Takes a seat and watches the Cardassean::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::rolls eyes::  CMO: I tend to shy away from stuff that I don't know anything about, and I don't have a tricorder handy....

TO_Choi says:
::Nods and walks down the street towards the beach front::

CNS_Luchena says:
~~~CEO:  I'm coming back.~~~  ::turns and heads back toward the bar::

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: Vn'dor Phail  ::sitting and taking another gulp while she awaits his response::

TO_Choi says:
::Takes off cap and approaches Jordan::

Host Guedo says:
Emsil:  The captain the Pendragon misplaced?  what would I know of such things?  I believe I once heard he went to the prophets of his.

CNS_Luchena says:
::walks back into the bar and stops while his eyes adjust to the lighting::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sniffles::

CEO_DeRidder says:
~~~CNS: Thank god.  I need to get away from this stupid sales man~~~  ::puts the visor on the table::  CMO: Personally Doctor, I'd advise the same for you. ::heads over to the CNS's general area::

Emsil_Marat says:
::waves another hand through the air::  Guedo Yes, yes.  Whatever.  Origist then.

TO_Choi says:
::Steps to the left of Pettigrove and simply stands there::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::walks up to the CNS::  CNS: She alright?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::takes a gulp of his drink and opens and closes his mouth but says nothing::

Host Guedo says:
::A cautious look comes to his eyes::  Emsil:  The planet of the damned...

OPS_Pettigrove says:
TO:  You want something?  ::turns to him, her face wet from tears::

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  No.  She's at the end of her rope from all this death and destruction.  And I know exactly how she feels.

TO_Choi says:
OPS: You know... When I had to find a place to cry... I would walk down to the beachfront.. Wasn't much of a beach.. But the slow motion of the waves overlapping.. I found it very soothing..

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: The very same.  ::takes another drink::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: gets up and orders an Ale to go::

TO_Choi says:
::Sits::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::nods::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::sighs and nods:: CNS: Ditto....  God only knows how I've held it together over the past couple of months...   Or you for that matter....  You've been right in the thick of things...

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at David and slowly smiles::  CEO:  We need to talk, in private.

Host Guedo says:
::Shudders::  Emsil:  The legends say that they were doomed to destroy each other.  Then something happened... some of them... vanished.  And then the world did destroy itself.  Those few who went there... well, they either don’t come back or...  nothing happens.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes drink over to CNS and CEO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::wipes the tears from her face::

TO_Choi says:
OPS: Maybe it is something in the salty air, perhaps.. The feel of the warm sand.. But I found it even better.. when there was someone there to talk to.. to guide me through..

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: Sure....   ::sees the CMO approach:: 

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: ...but I'll bet you know of a way I can...

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::turns to him:: TO:  How did you cope?  With all the death we've seen over the last two missions?

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: If you do, I'll buy that trinket of yours.  I know someone who wants it as a gift.

Host Guedo says:
::Looks at the Cardassean::  Emsil:  Listen me bella, you don’t want to go there and why you think I would know, I have no idea...

CNS_Luchena says:
::waits and watches the CMO::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: so, what did she say?

Emsil_Marat says:
::stands::  Guedo: Then you have nothing I want.  ::walks away::

Host Guedo says:
Emsil:  Wait... I.. ::Looks around worriedly::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  She wouldn't talk to me, but Ed is with her now.

TO_Choi says:
OPS: Death is something you have to live with in the Tactical business... But I’ll tell you.. It's one of those things that sometimes makes you want to quit..

Emsil_Marat says:
::stops but doesn't turn around::

TO_Choi says:
OPS: I guess.. I've just tried to stomach it.. and be 'Macho' if you will... But that really isn't me..

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: Ed!? he can't help her, he's just trying to get into her pants!

Host Guedo says:
::Stands up::  Emsil: I do not know... but I know someone who might...  ::Shudders::  If you insist... but truly my lovely....

OPS_Pettigrove says:
TO:  I know that, I have been a tactical officer ... But I've never seen anything like this before ...

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks sharply at the CMO::  CMO:  I don't think so.

Emsil_Marat says:
::holds out some money but doesn't let Guedo take it::  Guedo: Then lead on.

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: you read minds right, how have you not seen it?

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  He has genuine feelings for her, in my opinion.

Host Guedo says:
::Entreats her once more::  Emsil:  Bella... it could cost you your very soul....

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders if there is any point in even arguing with a drunk::

Emsil_Marat says:
Guedo: Nothing is too big a price.

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks over at David and gives him a weak smile::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::looks over to the CNS::  CMO: Doctor... Could you excuse us for a little bit?

TO_Choi says:
::Draws in the sand:: OPS: Well.. I find now, after noticing the way it has made you feel, that it's best if we all just let it out... And then, maybe.. It can be put in the past..

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: sure, leave the drunk. what am I saying, go on.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Nothing personal, but this isn't the best environment for me right now.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::just sits there::

Host Guedo says:
::Shakes his head::  Emsil: If you insist...  ::Looks around worriedly then taking a piece of scrap paper from his pocket, writes a comm address on it and gives it to her.::  Emsil:  Bella... if ever you change your mind or need a friend...  ::with a sad look, wanders off, stuffing his toy into his pocket.::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: I guess it isn't.

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: see ya then

CNS_Luchena says:
::turns and leaves the bar::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::follows the CNS::

Emsil_Marat says:
::watches Guedo leave and wonders for a moment before looking at the page in her hand with glee::

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  Walk on the beach?

Host CO_Zax says:
::takes another sip of her drink::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
CO: Seems we are in the same predicament... are we not?

Host Guedo says:
::Stops at the CMO::  CMO:  Are you sure I cannot interest you?

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: Sure....  Sounds good.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: M'Tor: One would have to agree.

CNS_Luchena says:
::walks toward the water::  CEO:  We're both Betazoids.  It's hard for us to keep our thoughts from each other, right?

TO_Choi says:
OPS: The best thing we can do right now, is share.. Just what it is that makes people feel this way.. Once.. the cat is out of the bag.. We can tackle our problems, and hopefuly go back to a normal lifestyle..

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: now isn't the time

Emsil_Marat says:
::heads for the nearest COMM system::

Host Guedo says:
::Smiles::  CMO:  Ah but that is the point... any time is good.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::walks with the CNS::  CNS: Yeah....  There's no point in hiding anything.  You know me better than anyone else on the ship.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::raises both eyebrows:: CO: We could also be... each other's solution to a few of those problems

CMO_Shiar says:
:: shouts not just loud enough for Choi to hear:: TO: why don't you just shove your tongue down her throat!?

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  I've been having some thoughts about you, and in case you are picking them up I thought it best to get it out in the open.

Host CO_Zax says:
::raises a brow......which is one of two brows that are above her green eyes::

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: why don't you try it?

TO_Choi says:
::Whispers:: Self: Shiar....

CEO_DeRidder says:
::pauses for a moment raising eyebrows and looking to the CNS::  CNS: Really?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::hears the CMO and turns on him angrily:: CMO:  And why don't you just butt out!

CNS_Luchena says:
::stops walking and looks at David::  CEO:  I find you a very attractive man.

Host Guedo says:
CMO:  I have... but the problem with doing it in public, is one kind of losses ones surroundings and unless you are surrounded by friends... ::elegant shrug::

TO_Choi says:
::Plops the  'NYC' cap onto his head::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: Bah! :: waves Jordan off ans stumbles into the bar looking for a fight::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::swallows and begins to get that nervous feeling in his stomach that he gets in the asteroid flight simulator::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::storms off to cool down a bit::

CNS_Luchena says:
::senses David's nervousness::  CEO:  But I'm trying to keep that out of our relationship.

CMO_Shiar says:
Geudo: if it'll make you go away, I’ll buy 1.

Emsil_Marat says:
::opens the COMM channel to the address on the paper and waits::

CNS_Luchena says:
::resumes walking::

TO_Choi says:
OPS: Now there is a perfect example.. Someone who doesn't share his feelings with anyone.. He prefers to just .... ::Watches as Jordan storms away::

Host Guedo says:
::Smiles::  CMO:  Excellent sir...  ::Mentions the price::

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: I have an idea.....  ::continues to walk with the CNS::  

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  What's your idea?

TO_Choi says:
::Calls after her:: OPS: I'm here... if you need me..

CMO_Shiar says:
:: hands Guedo a bit less than the price:: Guedo, take that or no deal.

Host Guedo says:
Scenery:  Upon the screen appears the merest shadow shape of a humanoid.  A voice that is metallic sounds.  "My price is higher then your soul..."

TO_Choi says:
::Follows in her direction at a very slow pace::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::pauses again and speaks very excitedly & nervously & fast::  CNS: Can we not leave it out of our relationship because I have had the same feelings and I thought you had picked up on it and I would like to see what’s going on with this....

Host Guedo says:
::Sighs dramatically and takes the money::  CMO: May it bring you your dearest wish....

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  You want to explore it?

CMO_Shiar says:
Guedo: thank you, now go away!

Emsil_Marat says:
COMM: Shadow: What can be higher than my soul?

CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes the thing and puts it in bag::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::heads back towards the bar::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::looks at Zax and waits for her reaction and wonders::

TO_Choi says:
::Shrugs as he looses sight of her::

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles at M'Tor::

TO_Choi says:
::Jogs back to the bar::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::smiles to the CNS::  CNS: You've touched parts of my mind in and know more about me than I have EVER told anyone in my entire life.  I think that at the very least, we owe it to each other.....

CMO_Shiar says:
:: sits at bar and drinks some more::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::wishes he were sometimes Betazoid::

Host Guedo says:
::Bows his way out with a smile.  Seeing two other officers, approaches them.::  CO/M´tor: Might I offer you your hearts desire?

TO_Choi says:
::Approaches Luchena::

Host CO_Zax says:
::stands and holds out her hand::

Host Guedo says:
<Shadow> Emsil:  Your sanity....

TO_Choi says:
::Plops himself down at a barstool and orders a glass of Cider::

CNS_Luchena says:
::smiles at David::  CEO:  I'm in.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: looks around for someone to fight::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::storms into the bar, sits in a vacant chair and loudly orders a drink::

Emsil_Marat says:
COMM: Shadow:  Is that all.  If I succeed in my mission, then you have a deal.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::continues to walk::  CNS: How do you think the crew is gonna react?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::takes her hand and stands::

TO_Choi says:
::Hears a bustle as Pettigrove re-enters:: 

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: Nevermind....  I don't really care.....

CMO_Shiar says:
:: notices Pettigrove:: Self: Bah.

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: hey Romeo, your woman is over there. :: laughs::

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  I think it's nobody's business.  ::resumes walking along the beach, feeling much happier about the future::

Host Guedo says:
::Hands the visor to the captain with a smile::  CO:  You try... yes?

TO_Choi says:
::Shrugs the CMO off and stands::

Host CO_Zax says:
::focuses in on the stranger::

Host Guedo says:
ACTION:  A coded print out of destination appears on the screen.

TO_Choi says:
CMO: I'm not in the mood, Shiar..

Host CO_Zax says:
Guedo: Excuse me?

CEO_DeRidder says:
::senses the CNS's happiness::  CNS: Honestly, I thought that you would have picked up on my feelings....  I've had my eye on you since I came onboard...

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::frowns at the salesman::

Emsil_Marat says:
::saves the information on her Cardassian Tricorder::

Host Guedo says:
<Shadow> Emsil:  Prepare to be checked out...come with nothing...

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::rises and goes over to the CMO:: CMO:  Let me tell you something right now.  I am nobody's woman!

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: well, when you are I’m right here.

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  My own feelings were too strong for me to read yours.

Host Guedo says:
CO:  You try... it will bring you your hearts wish...

CEO_DeRidder says:
::snickers::  CNS: You have that problem too huh....  

Emsil_Marat says:
COMM: Shadow: I'll be there in...  ::checks the travel time needed to arrive::  three days.  ::closes the COMM::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::smiles:: Guedo: We were going to try something else .. Thank you...

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: well sorry, but the 2 of you seemed pretty close down on the beach.

Host CO_Zax says:
::raises a skeptical brow::

TO_Choi says:
::Mutters:: Self: You'll be standing there a long time..

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  The curse of the empath.  Maybe we should head back to the bar.  ::has a bad feeling about what might be going on there::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  We were talking.  Is that a crime on Romulus?

CMO_Shiar says:
:: takes more from drink::

Emsil_Marat says:
::contacts the ship having them prepare her Cardassian Transport in the shuttlebay and to beam her up::

TO_Choi says:
CMO: Take it easy, Shiar.. I'm not looking for a fight today..

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: oh, that's right bring your prejudice into this.

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: well good for you

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: Perhaps we should.  Dinner a little later then?  I have to go back to the ship and change.

TO_Choi says:
::Nods and remains standing::

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles at M'Tor::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  And I think you've had more than enough of these ::knocks the drink out of his hand::

Emsil_Marat says:
%::materializes in Transporter Room 2::

CNS_Luchena says:
::smiles::  CEO:  That sounds good.  ::has an overwhelming urge to embrace him, but thinks that might be going too fast::

Host Guedo says:
::Shakes head with a smile::  CO/M´tor:  Amore... may it last forever....

TO_Choi says:
OPS: Just ignore him, Jordan.. He's out for trouble.. Don't get involved... ::Sits back down, calmly drinking his cider::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::looks at Guedo then at Zax:: CO: Sounds like a plan...

Host CO_Zax says:
::leads M'Tor from the room::

CEO_DeRidder says:
::picks up on the thought::  CNS: I was a pilot until about an hour ago...   Fast can be pleasant.  ::smiles while walking::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
TO:  No, he made this personal, so I'm going to finish it.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: stares at drink in horror as it crashes to the floor. :: OPS: now why did you have to go and do that?

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::follows Zax::

CNS_Luchena says:
::chuckles::  CEO:  Congratulations on your transfer.  I'll miss you on the bridge, though.

Host Guedo says:
::Bows his way out and looks for another.::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  Because you've had enough, Doctor.  You're going to be real sorry in the morning.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::hears noise from the bar and looks at his time piece:: CO: 15 minutes.. a new record I believe.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::smiles and approaches the entrance to the bar::  CNS: Maybe so, but you'll have something to look forward to at the end of the day.  

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: just because you can't take a little death. although I guess I can't expect someone from the upper class who was sheltered their whole life to be able to.

Host CO_Zax says:
::sighs::

CNS_Luchena says:
::sighs contentedly::

TO_Choi says:
OPS/CMO: Quiet!! The both of you! This is going nowhere!!

Emsil_Marat says:
%::gets into her Transport and runs a preflight check::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  Oh really?  Maybe I had a reaction to what happened but at least it showed I had feelings!!!!!

CNS_Luchena says:
::hears Ed's voice raised as he enters the bar::

Host CO_Zax says:
M'Tor: Let station security handle it...........

CEO_DeRidder says:
::enters the bar hearing Ed::  

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::nods:: CO: We can join them in a fight and pass the night in jail... or we can get a room perhaps?

TO_Choi says:
::Slams his glass down:: CMO: Shiar, why don't you just pipe it down a tone.. This is shore leave.. Not a time to listen to your misery...

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: I have feelings too you know. I’ve just learned to put up with things like that. not being as privileged as you tends to do that to people.

Host Guedo says:
ACTION:  An attentive bar person gives a call to the manager.

CNS_Luchena says:
::walks over towards the group::  TO/CMO/OPS:  Problem?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks at him:: CMO:  Well at least I HAD an upbringing ...

Host Manager says:
::Walks over to the group speaking a bit loudly::  All:  What can I get you?

CMO_Shiar says:
:: stands and looks the TO square in the eye:: TO: leave it, Ens or Lt. jg or whatever it is.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS:  Nothing I can't handle, CNS.

Emsil_Marat says:
%::informs the Pendragon's Replacement Ops Officer that she's ready to launch::

Host CO_Zax says:
M'Tor: Let's see where the night takes us.......

CNS_Luchena says:
::raises his hands in an "I surrender" gesture::

TO_Choi says:
CMO: I am not making this personal.. Now how bout' we all get a drink.. And leave the past behind us, whatcha' say ??

Host Manager says:
%<OPS> Emsil:  Do you have the captain’s permission?

CNS_Luchena says:
~~~CEO:  Think a fight is about to break out?~~~

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: apparently I’ve had too much

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS:  Our good Doctor here decided to make the barbs personal.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::smiles:: CO: It sounds... stimulating

Emsil_Marat says:
%*R_OPS*: Of course I do.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::pauses:: CO: Very stimulating?

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  He's had too much to drink.

TO_Choi says:
::Shakes his head:: 

CEO_DeRidder says:
~~~CNS: Yeah....   Let 'em duke it out.  Maybe a night in the cooler is what they need.  We can't baby sit....~~~

Host CO_Zax says:
::laughs::

Host Manager says:
TO/CMO:  Gentleman... gentleman... I see you have a problem with this lovely lady.  Yes?  I have lots of beautiful women here... ::Snaps his fingers and a group of women appear and surround the men.::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: look, just because I can hide my horror at death doesn't mean I had no upbringing.

TO_Choi says:
Manager: Thanks.... But I’m not interested...

CNS_Luchena says:
~~~CEO:  You're right.~~~  ::looks around for an empty table::

Host Manager says:
%<OPS> Emsil:  You are set then.

CMO_Shiar says:
Manager: I’m sorry for my friends' behaviours, but we are quite alright.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::looks briefly at the ladies::  Manager: And I am REALLY not interested.  ::finds an empty table and points to it::

CMO_Shiar says:
Manager: if things start getting out of hand I assure you we'll move it outside.

CNS_Luchena says:
::moves toward the empty table and sits down::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  Your behaviour isn't exactly exemplary, Doctor.

TO_Choi says:
::Stands again and makes for the exit:: OPS: If you decide you want to talk, I’ll be out front.. It’s too hot in here..

Host Manager says:
::Smiles as the girls get in the middle of things, taking the men away from each other.::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: I guess not...

CEO_DeRidder says:
::walks over to the table and sits::  CNS: From here... If a fight breaks out, we can watch.....

CEO_DeRidder says:
::smiles and chuckles::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at the crowd of women::  CEO:  Risan woman are so beautiful... Risan men too.

TO_Choi says:
::Steps out front and taps his Combadge:: *CNS*: I've done what I can, Mikal.. I don't want to elevate this any further..

Host Manager says:
ACTION: one of the lovely ladies tires to encourage the TO into a drink and dance.::

CMO_Shiar says:
Ladies: thank you but maybe later.

CEO_DeRidder says:
::hears the message to the CNS from Choi::  CNS: Aren't you ever off duty?

CNS_Luchena says:
*TO*:  Understood.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::is actually starting to feel a little better after releasing her anger::

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  After a while, I start to care about crew personally.  Sometimes it's not duty, it's just caring.

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::directs Zax to a room he just requested::

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: we'll sort this out later

TO_Choi says:
::Turns to the CMO, inside the bar:: CMO: There is nothing to sort out, Kaleh.. James, Shiar..

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::grabs a drink and moves to an empty table::

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: I know what you mean..... ::motions for the waiter to come over::

CNS_Luchena says:
CEO:  So we have a few weeks on the pleasure planet.  I wonder what sort of trouble we can get into?

CMO_Shiar says:
TO: we'll see.

TO_Choi says:
::Walks back in, grabs his hat and pauses for a moment::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::feels as if a weight has been lifted from her shoulders::

CMO_Shiar says:
::walks to the bar with the ladies and grabs another drink::

TO_Choi says:
::Inches towards Jordan's table, but doesn't want to press his luck::

LtCmdr_M`Tor says:
::rips off the CO's clothes as the door closes::

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: Be interesting to find out.....   

CEO_DeRidder says:
CNS: It will be nice to be able to be myself for a change.

Host Manager says:
<<<<<<<<<<  End  >>>>>>>>>>


